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GREAT BRITAIN has raised a veritable hornet's 
nest around herself, by her proposed plunge into 

the European Common Market. This issue almost 
dominated the deliberations of more than 100 dele
gates belonging to 13 nations and colonial territories 
of the Commonwealth who met at Accra. The Cana
dian Minister for Trade Mr. George Hees particularly 
was very ·vehement in his denunciation of tbig very 
idea of Great Britain joining 'The Six'. He warned 
that such a step would "transform beyond recogni
tion the Commonwealth image." He further remind
ed England that Commonwealth owed its strength 
and stability to "Tradition, Trade and Trust". The 
Australian Delegate Mr. Lake spoke in the same strain. 
Our Finance Minister Mr. Morarji Desai seemed to 
asswn<' fata1istically that Britain would inevitably 
join the E.C.M. He therefore, tried to make the best 
of the situation. He stressed the importance of pre
serving even through the E.C.M. the Commonwealth 
Trade patterns and preferences like the entry of food
stuffs raw material and manufacturers duty-free into 
England from the Commonwealth countries and pre
~erential tariff advantages. He also wan!ed that <he 
Import quotas fixed by some of the E.E.C. countries 
should be done away with and Common Tarift' should 
be the average of tariffs of the member-i:Ountries. AU 
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these different points of view were faithfully reflected 
in the communique issued· at the conclusion of the 
Conference. In effect, the strongly worded communi
que bluntly told Great Britain to make a choice bet· 
ween Jll!lintaining existing Coinmonwealth relations 
and forging a new link with E.C.M. 

Thll British vie~-point · was that there was no 
occasi~n ·for: this sudden outburst of temper. since the 
British Government's representatives had discussed 
the problem about one month back with the represen
tatives· of the Commonwealth Governments in their 
Capitals. Under the present circumstances the British 
Government could do no more than reassure these 
countries that lhey would be consulted at all stage9 
of negotiations that Britain would be having with 
E.C.C. countries in this regard. ,. 

It is reported that these demand9 of the Com.:' 
monwealth countries are looked upon in European 
countries as an attempt to impose on thein the Com
monwealth Trading Conventions and as such_ •bey 
are keenly resented. These European countnes are 
particularly unable. to appreciate the stand taken by 
India at Accra. Even in India, it is pointed out, 
business and trade interests are not unduly alarmed 
at this step 1aken by Britain, as could be seen from 
the statements issued by the various Chambers of 
Commeroe in. India. The Central Minister for Trade 
and Commerce Mr. Reddy has even gone to the extent 



'c.r ~ay.hi{.Liiat.Britaln's iies. with 'Tbe.si:X.·· would not· ·or each of sucli.an association with the other and or 
~duly >&fleet, India's. overall. trade'.: and· that •'!J:;!.d~ . common interest·in the preservation of a system which 

, might even inctease in C:ertain, items' if .E.C.M. ~ deve- .... includes us all."i 
loped hi a p~icu~ direction: ~t.is highly signi~ca'nt FAILURE ·OF INDIA'S . FRONTIER 
that the Bntish High Co1DIIDSS1oner for India at · ' 
Delhi rtcently clarified that 'Britai~ was very· consci- POLICY 
ous ot the .sp~ial case of Indian.:nxtiles' and further ·If ;Nehru's Foreign Policy has proved barren and 

. pointed. out that European. countries' attitude towards- bankrupt, his Frontier Policy towards the · nelgi-,tour
deyeloping, , CO"';'nmes. like - India had alway~· b~en ing countries bas ·,beeri harmful ·and dlsastrous to the 
favourable and. 11. would_ help .solve an}' sncb Uckbsh IJ<st interests, safeJy and security of our countly. By 

· problem <that·· nught ·anse m future.;, .~ Canae\a .. a~tc,l.o, her' size and strat~gic position in Asia, India should 
Auslralia b~in_g th~· great~st .· ex~.ters _of farm pro-. have by now attained to a position of pulitical influence 
ducts to Bntam will ce~tamly be h~d: hit, b~:~t as one and authority, at once compelling and unchallenged 

··delegate-at ·A=a-pJI_t')t;; G~eat·.B.n\am· .could· be de-· among her neighbours but to the--dismay and dispair 
pended upon not to !et an~ Commonwealth c'?untry of every Indian patriot the prestige of India has never 
dOWD; , WhaL:i!l n:quired m all these cases IS the stood so low as it is today in Asia. 
exercise of a little patience and persever~nc.e: in nego- · · Pakistan was born, of course, out of hatred ~nd 
tiations :with E.E.C. through Britain. ill-will for India and for a time she took up an extreme-

·' Great-" Britain, it must be .. remembered,· is no ly truculen~ and fighting attitude. towards India; . But 
longer an "iinperialist country. She is therefore entitl- she was laid low by her defeat in her Kashmir m1s· 
ed even as other members of the Commonwealth to adventure at the hands· of our· Military forces. ·The 
set her house in order. Moreover, she is a!,so require~ weak-kneed policies of our Government thereafter in 
to play her role as a E~opea'n nat!o_n especia~ly at almost all disputes that arose up between· the two 
this juncture when economic and pohtical secunty <>f Governments gave a fresh lease of life to Pakistan's 
Europe seems to be seriously threatened. It there- intransigence. And she is today causing 'us a con
fore, behoves all Commonwealth connmes including stant headache and endless troubles. 
Great Britain to put their beads togeiher and to thi~k Mr. Nehru's mauseating habit of meddling wtth 
out-coolly a solution of this tangled proble!D· .: Indig- the internal poli!ical problems of other countries· nas 
nation, be it ever so righteous, expressed in overst~le- cost. us the age-long friendship of Nepal. ·The fra
ments will carry them nowhere. · They must reabse, tenilsation 'between King Mahendra and Gen. Ayub 
in the words of Lestor B. Pearson,~bat ;"the,siJ;~ngth Kba,a,.dm;ipg the former's recent visit to Pakistan is 
of the .Coiximonwealth lies precsiely .in the undefined both a danger .. ignal and a warning. 
but genuine recognition. by its members of the value If Nehru had been wise enough to ,so fram~ .hi~. 
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Home Policy as to consolidate and .strerigthe!l . Demo-: 
cracy within India rather than prop up artificially 
his new-f'!-ngled Socialistic Pattern, Pakistan· and 
Nepal would have corn<: under the powerful demo
cratic impact of our country and the people in these 
countpes w:ou!d have been spared ilie present experi
ence· of ·dictatorial regimes. · In that event, India's 
presnga would. )lave gone up among these neigh
bours :as well :n ,tJw Rig nations of the democratic 
world. · America would not have then any· reason to 
look up J.o .these border countries as Buffer States 
betw<:eo the Coinmooist and Democratic Blocs and to 
bolster . tb.em up wiih military aid to our great 
chagrin and disappoinunent. We would have also 10 
Paklstan and Nepal close allies in the task of jointly 
fi•hting back the Chinese hordes on our borders. 
" -But then what would. be the fate of the Holy 

·Mission of Nehru, the world political Messiah? 
DEVANAGARI OR ROMAN SCRIPT? 

The Chief Minister's Conference held last month 
on national integration expressed its opinion that it 
was desirable to have Devanagari as a script for all 
Indian languages. Soon after, Mr. Subramaniam, the 

··Education Minister of Madras, has gone on record 
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as having said that the Roman script should be adopt
ed instead of Devanagari. It is now reported th~t 
though President Rajendra Prasad is generally 1D 

favour of Devanagari, he is not opposed. to the Romln 
icript being accepted for this purpose, If approved by 



both the North and the South. 
Indian scholars who have carried out some 

considerl!ble research in this field hold that compara- · 
lively speaking the Roman script is more economical 
in time and. energy than Devanagari which takes up 60 
per cent more time than the former to write a passage. 
Devanagari involves greater muscular effort of the hand 
whether in writing, typing or in press-composing. Ail 
these factors have an important bearing on problems 
such as removal of illiteracy, number of questions to be 
set in examination tests and answering them within the 
given time, which in a way determine. also the standards 
of education, economy of time in public administrative 
offices and private firms. On all these counts, · it 
appears, the Roman script can hold its own as against 
others. · · 

Prejudices, of course, die hard but they should 
not be allowed indefinitely to stand in the way of our 
reaching a rational and enlightened solu.:ion of this 
problem. The Roman script besides its above-men
tioned merits will serve as a powerful fac!O! of national 
integration and will also greatly help international co
operation and understanding. It may also be pointed 
out that adoption of this script for all Indian langu
ages will be in line with our adoption of International 
Numerals, JRcimal · Coinage and Metric system ,.,, 
Weights and Measures. • 

BASIC EDUCATION, A FRAUD 
The Indian .Planners are nothing if not dogmatists 

and faddists. Some of thetn are fond of Russian 
Models and some others, of Gandhian Experiments 
with Truth. "Naya Talim" or Basic Education was 
one of Gandhiji's fads. He insited on educating the 
child in all subjects through the medium of vocational 
training. But being utterly unscientific and thoroughly 
unpractical it proved to be an abject failure, as fore
told by all educationists. 

Children trained in Basic Schools learned neither 
the three 'R's. nor any useful vocation properly. Pro
duction or coarse Khadi and other unsaleable articles 
by the school-going children in rural areas, was a stu
pendous waste and a heavy burden. But our 
Planners have no desire to learn a lesson from this 
hitter experience. The greater their failure the more 
determined they become to experiment with the careers 
of ou.r yom;ger generations, "The Builders of Tomor
row'. They are now reported to be thinking of extend
ing Dasic Education to cities and towns also. 

It is therefore refreshing to note that Dr. Zakir 
Hussain the Governor of Bihar and at one time, an 
ardent votary of this scheme, has now come out with 
an open demand that Basic Education is "by and large 
a fraud and it should be scrapped in the interest of edu
.cation." 

A DEDICATED SERVANT 
OF HUMANITY PASSES AWAY 
As we go to the Press, the news has arrived of the 

sad demise of Dag Hammarskjoeld. the U. N. Secretary 
General. on September 18, 1961, in a plane-crash that 
took place in the cou.rse of hi> air-flight to his destina
tion Ndota in Northern Rhodesia where he was to 
meet Mr. Moise Tshombe. the Sessionist leader of 
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Ka~anga for cease-fire ta.i..Ls. 
Mr. Hammarskjoeld ·is now no· more. But his 

spirit of se!Hess service · and 11nreinitting toll in the 
cause of the United Nations will ever remain and con
tinue to inspire bjs successor to the post which he held 
with such dignity distinction and brilliance. He show
ed a remarkable objective outlook and a deep sense. 
of duty in handling the Congo affair, though attacked· 
by the extremists of the Right and· the Left. These 
qualities always stood him in good stead when he had 
to deal with a series of political crisis beginning with 
Suez and ending with Congo. . 

He, was a man of wide ClJ!Itural ·tastes: Music 
and literature equally claimed his attention. He held 
several honorary degrees including a Doctorate from 
the Cambridge University. He inherited the qualities 
of a Public Servant from his old family of Swedish 
nobility, he himself having been born of a Swedish 
Conservative ex-Prime Minister. . _ . . 

This !ragedy· will, of course, will be mourned by 
the whole world and particularly by those who· are. 
engaged in bringing peace .to Congo and such other 
troubled spots. He will surely live in the memories 
of men as a dedicated servant of Humanity and World 
Peace. 

HERE AND. THERE 
The Chief Minister of U. P. Mr. C. B. Gupta has 

a!)pealed to the people to evolve an Indian pattern 
of Democracy. The Congress, he seems to forget, 
has already evolved its own pattern of "J>ermit-quota 
-licence Raj" broad-based upon the will and support 
of the dominant majority caste in each State as in 
Andhra, Mysore and elsewhere. ·He may be pleased 
to refer to the book "India ·The· Most Dangerous De
cades" by Harrison for a further elucidation of this 
point. 

Mr. Khrushchev,· the· confirmed Communist that 
he 'is. sometime back said that he did not believe m 
a Paradise above but wanted to bring it :on this Earth · 
below. We do not question his undoubted ability to 
create a Hell in the Outer Space above' by his Atomic 
Explosion Tests, but we may be: excused if we doubt 
,his ability to bring Paradise• down below .. For aO")lt 
we know, Communists always believe in creating Hell 
,but Paradise never. . , · 
· , '~Democracy" and . ~'Socialism'' · are two· simple 
Nouns. But we often .hear about "Basic D~mocracy'', 
hGuidcd Democracy",.. '~Democratic Socialism'\ To 
this pkthora of qualifying Adjectives have been now 
added "Arab" Socialism or "Co-operative Socialist" 
Democracy by the President of U. ·A. R. How one 
wishes Nouns like 'Democracy' and 'Socialism' were 
stt1died and understood more thoroughly in their origi
nal meanings and the Adjectives were shown their right 
places along with the 'neutral' couBtrie~ which usc 
tbetn! 

The Governor of Maharashtra in a speech remark
ed that Hindi advocates secretly loved and thoueht 
in English. It is high time Government banned this 
sort of "Romance" imported from the West along with 
the English language. ' 

October I, 1961. 



The Education Of The Electorate 
By M. A.• Venkata Rao 

T HE characteristics of the electorate everywhere 
determines the quality of democracy and Its 

actual influence on affairs beneficial or otherwise. 
In our country today, we have very large consti

tuencies consisting of voters given political rights on an 
adult basis irrespective of property, education and 
sex. For the Lok Sabha, we have constituencies 
running into \akhs of_ voters and in rural areas, they 
are spread over several townships. To contact them 
would require ample funds for conveyance and ample 
leisure. Only men of means can contemplate candi· 
dature for Lok Sabha or men favoured by parties with 
large funds to "invest" in the enterprise of capturing 
power. · 

The strategy to be adopted to win a majority in 
such .;ircumstances will have to take into account ;t 

number of psychological factors even where sufficient 
funds are secured. 

The strategy depends o~ the psychology and eco· 
nomic standing of the .voters as well as their scatter 
over a large area. · · , 

. . I 
It would be useful to record the outstanding fea

tures of the mind of the voters in a city as revealed 
to the presnet writer in the course of his campaign 
for a seat in Lok Sabha in the last elections. They 
will resemble similar electoral districts in other parts 
of the country in urban constituencies. 

One· of the outstanding impressions left on the 
· writer's mind in the course of his contacts with indi· 

vidual voters both educated ·and uneducated was the 
surprising' degree of cyliicism that they displayed. They 
said frankl:y that iri their deliberate opinion, one can
didate was as good· or &s · bad as another and that 
partits made little difference- _to the final outcome in 
good administration! · 
. ' One of the educated voters, a prominent lawyer, 
cut the candidate's appeal short with ·the curt remark 
"Stop that stuff. All parties make promises and claim 
.to be better than their rivals! But I am voting for 
you as an individual because I know you. We want 
informed and reliable persons· in Parlimenl" · 

Another graduate said that he would not vote for 
any candidate at all, for all parties and candidate~ 
would be the same iu effect. Thev stand for their 
own personal advancement and parties only aim at 
·power and the opportunity for exercising patronag~ 
among their_ own supporters. 

A cigarette and pan vendor asked "Why should 
we vote for you to enable you to become one of the 
'high ana mighty', travelling to and from Delhi First 
Class? We shall not see your face after the eleCiions · 
and we shall remain as uncared for as ever"! 

A farmer asked whether he or his party would 
reduce taxes. He answered the question himself and 
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said that no governnumt would do so. In fact, he felt 
that new governments would impose new taxes in order 
to favour their own groups. Whether Maharajahs or 
elected Ministers, there is no respite from tax burdens 
to the farmers and other producers. And so, these 
electiOns are a costly farce. People's governments are 
in the fashion these days and so the world goes on 
until the fashion changes, as in Pakistan, as we 
hear." • 

. It is clear that a large number of voters of 
all ranks feel helpless and ineffective in the democra
tic system. 'Their vote coming at long intervals and 
giving no control to them over the representatives 
ultimately chosen to govern the country give them 
a feelnig of frustration and futility. The doctrine of 
people's government .of the sovereignty of the poeple 
does not enthuse them. It makes no difference in their 
lives.. The class of representatiyes and the rulers 
chosen by them to form Ministries become a new class 
to take the place of the old white bureaucrats. In the 
exercise of power. they do not find any· difference 
between the old and _tiew system, except that a number 
of hypocritical claims are made by the new men to 
serve the people but they "serve:' the people at 
greater cost and with less justice and integrity. 

The individual voter feels lost in the vast machi· 
nery and numbers involved, he does not feel that his 
individual vote counts for anything. 

Hence there is the greatest difficulty in bringing 
him to the polling booth. Large proportions of the 
middle dasses and tbe educated lower middle classes 
enjoy ·the holiday ~iven to offices and factories and 
spend it in recreation or mid-day siesta or visiting 
relatives and friends. Only a few can be persuaded 
to take the touble to vote if a conveyance is furnished. 
Such offer of conveyance is contrary to electoral law 
but it is more honoured in the breach than in Lh~ 
o~ervance. All parties furnish such convenience to the 
extent they can afford. It is an open secret. If the 
workers of parties seek to report the malpractices of 
their rivals, squabbles and tights often break out. 
Even the breaking of heads and murders are nol out 
of the reckoning. 

The coming elections are likely to engender 
more bitter feelings and to caJ,>Se greater dtstur
bances of law and order than previous ones. The 
Congress will go all out to retain power, larger 
numbers of commumsts will enter the fray and th~ 
lana Sangh men are not pacifist or timid in emer· 
gencies and they are extending their influence to new 
areas and consolidating their hold in their original 
districts and States. 

There is great need to dispel the cynicism of the 
ordinary voter and to give him a sense of purpose 



. and importance in rarticipation in the electoral pro
cess. Most of the voters complain that the candidate 
is remote from their lives and is indifferent to the1t 
interests. ' -

It is important therefore that parties should take 
care to nominate candidates who have a sense of rap. 
port with the bulk of the voting people in tbe constitu
ency. 

The other day, a Swatantra p~rty organiser was 
boasting that a high official, a director of medical 
services, a doctor of wide popularity during his 
term of service would be given a party ticket. He 
was confident that he would sweep the po)Is. . He 
may. but he has to reckon with the fad that there is 
a social and intellectual gulf between the eminent 
doctor and the bulk of the electorate. The ranks of 
voters ~'La ·not want high qualifica!ions like M.R.C.P. 
etc. ilut want a person who identifies himseif witli 
them, with their joys and sorrows and their grievan
ces and is willing to give time and energy to act as 
an effective liaison· between them and the ranks of 

' government. 

only on the election . day once in four years . 
- . \ ' ~ 

But with our large populations •. wi> cannot go back 
~o the direct democracies of Greek days. All we can 
do is to increase .contacts and communication between 
primary· voter lind representative ' through modern 
means of . communication. supplemented. by increased 
intimacy between them during . off-sessions, when 
direct meetings in the constituency may take place. 

· The indirect information obtained by voters throu.gh 
the newspapers and ·photographs and radio can acquire 
direct face-to-face primary, personal character and 
vitality during these , exchanges· between voters and 
representatives. . . .. . - -· 

. . The second snag in the electoral process that any 
candidate comes up against is the fact of caste, It is 
natural for; voters of .. a~y ,caste to f~e! a ,kinship ~itll a 
representative of .therr own casfe and to vote lor 11im. 
But it has been. tlie writer's exi>erience that in this 
matter, it is the candidate. 'and the party IDaDagers WhQ 
are the greater sinners against· nationalism and demo
cracy. They deliberately app,al tocaste f!=elings .where 
they help to secure the favour of their candidate, It 
is not the uneducated voter who ·is primarily· respon
sible for the bavoc done in his name and for the eel ipso 
.of broa<1er natiqnalist motivation& during elections and 
in the democratic governance ,generally. . .. ·1 ... 

In fact, most of them are thinking no~so much of 
.the general policies of government like sbcialism and 
five year plans but of their individual needs: They· ex
pect members of parliament, ·whether of Lok Subha 
or of the State Assembly to use their inftuence to get ·.• It has b.een)9)Jnd thai ·wliere 11n appeal is' made 
jobs and· promotions and seats in college to their sons straight to the national and democratic consciousness of 
and sons-in-law and nephews! Or they want them to the people, caste barriers 'hiiV" been crossed 10 a con
assist in the securing of trade licences or quotas or . siderable and. encOuraging extent ,The 'present writer 
permils, if !hey are businessmen. These are no 'dowbt recciwd a few hundred votes even from Moolims, after 
illegitimate demands, on the part of voters bu\ they :a straight appeal, in a single speech. in a predominantly 

·are in their mind~ while voting or joining a party. :Muslim locality! .. It ls ·wrong' to assume that Hindu 
Corruption is condemned in the abstract but every- . wiil, vote Hindu and that Muslim will vote Mu.Iim, 
one seeks !o get a more than equal share in the loaves that Brahmin will 'vote Brahmin and Non~brahmin, 
and fishes of office! Of course, there are ·genuine Non-brahmin and so on. It is the sacred duty of the 
cases where the representative is expected to secure candidate and his supporting party not to appeal to 
justice to his constituents if it had been denied irr se~tarian motives but to have faith in human 1ature 
any case owing to negligence or owing to the inftuence and the higher feelings of nationalism and democracy 
of rival party men in positions of ~wer or advantage; . even. in uneducatedl 'l>llsophisticated voters. It is a 

One way to remove the' \ie~i:;;' ~t f~~;tfon ~~- 1 nustaki(to think. that! formal education' confers any 
bilitating democracy at the roots today in our midst superionty on the _graduate; The unlettered person 
is to get the voter to keep in touch with his represen-· ~an '!ndersta~d eth1cal motives better and generally 
tative after election. He should demand of him that· reacts to eth1~al appeals better th~n the . educated 
he should keep in touch with his constituency and ~lasses. The 1gnorant persons _lack mformalion about 
that he· should visit his constituency in the inte\"vals . the ~orld but th_ey are sbre"{d JUdges of character and 
of parliamentary sessions and inform his supporters can ]u_dge )Vh_o Js. a better repr~sel)tat•ve. t'? .spe~J<. . f?r 
and others of what was taking place in the legislatures. them m parhame'.'t.. _Th~ fee!mg of. parflclpatwn l,n 
He should explain the policies of the party in power a human .and classless w_ay With the hv~s and. ~.o.pes 
and of the criticisms of the opposition. It is this . and fears of the. ~asse~ ~ what counts m the ~'"~to
contact between voter and representative during off- 'ral process a_nd th';S can b~ conveyed. to the unedu.at
session periods that creates a sense of reality in parlia- o:<J more easily than doctrmes regardmg democ1acy. 
mentary government in the multitude of voters. · But the vot~r also needs some basic informatioil 

Dlld'ing sessions, voters should communicate. by · to vote intelligently and to have the right expectations 
post with their candidate in the legislature. On irn- about democratic government. The constitution and 
portant occasions. they can send delegations to him· 10 the fudament:al rights should be understood by all 
explain local reactions to Bills on the anvil of parlia- . ·voters whether literate or illiterate. The role of the 

t press.:. the distinction of party from' government, the .. men. 
. responsibility. of Ministers, the difference between de

Rousseau foresaw this difficulty in representative legate and democratic member ·of parliament and the 
democracy. He said that the British voter was free duty of voting using his best judgment-'-Such infor-
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mation should be imparted to the ·voters. It IS b..s< 
done by non-party Voter's Oubs. one for each Assem
bly constituency, which ought to develop into a pn
mary face-to-face · association, cutting across wealth. 
office. binh, education and political power. Such Oubs 
run on non-party basis should develop into basic cells 
of the. national democratic organism. They will take 
the sting out of the party boss system. . 

· Patriotism demands that some educated persons 
should come forward to form and develop such Voter's 
Clubs all over the country. · 

' · Particular attention should be paid to remove or 
at least mitigate the cynicism and frustration of the 
individual voter. · 

' :' The voter should be. informed that in view of the 
vastness of the country. it is impossible to establish 
a direct democracy, as in Greek City States and in the 
Indian republics of old in the days of Chanakya and 
Chandragupta Maurya. 

The next best thing · is 'to have essemblies of 
representatives and in order to keep the assemblies 
banageable for business· and effective discussion, it is 
necessary to limit their number to around 500 for the 
country as a whole and armmd 2UO for the state. And 
the necessity has its own advantages to countervail the 
disadvantage, namely. we can have a selection of the 
,abler among the rank and file who will act as tepre
sentatives to think . for the people and develop an 
experlisse instead of. being · gramaphone records or 
more delegates. It is also impossible to convey all the 
differing opinions of tens of thousnads of voters. The 
members should listen to aU opinions and· form his 
own views and arrive at a consensus that may include 
an element of value,. hi. "important aspects of the 
matter under discussion. · 

The voter should be informed that he should 
regard the vote as an element of sovereignty whtch 
he should put into action as in sacred dt•ty by the 
nation. He should not disregard it as of no avail. 
Avail or no avail. he should use his vote as a matler 
of duty. Every people obtain the government th.:y 
deserve and if the voter does not exercise vote. 
the opinion of others will prevail and he has himself 
to blame. 

Also. the voter should never sell his vote 01 

otherwise misuse it. He should form the habil of 
using it in favour of the best candidate offering him
self for. election, best to represent the constitueacy 
as a whole and not a section of it. not a sect uf 
caste or kinship group or the following of a •-·cal 
leader who has become prominent on other grooods. 

' A candidate from a high family in the last elec
tions stood as an independent for the Lok Sabha and 
was supported by the communist party. His only 
claim was that he could see Pandit Nehru at any time 
of the day without a formal engagement for an int~r
viewl A business magnate paid his election expens~. 
in the hope that such a person could obtain for him 
permits and quotas and li~enses ~hich could com
pensate him'for his outlay many times over! The 
candidate was aslo a sort of comic poet and brought 
cinema stars, male and female, to' gather huge audi
encos for him. And be did suoceed in getting 45,000 
votes though he hailed from a different part of the· 
country and did not know the language of the vot"'"! 

:The frustration of the voter COI!Id be overcome 
by pointing to the opportunities for rising for them in 
the local bodie[ which they could later use as step
ping· stones for the Lok "!abba or Assembly. Partici
pation in Voter's Clubs will restore the human touch 
and fill the void to a great extent. 

-. ' .. 

Ttle Belgrade .Gradient 
By. M. N. Tbolal 

.-T. HE leaders of the 25 "non-aligned" countries. 

. who met at Belgrade in the beginning of September, 
have · been following the beaten track and have 
called upon the American President and the Russian 
Premie{ to make the most direct approaches to each 
o~her to establish peace, despite the fact that two 
such direct approaches between the two, far from 
furthering· the cause of · peace. ·only, aggravated the 
international situation and the prevailing tension. 
It is, however, gratifying to find that their appeal 
stressed the need for a peaceful solution to the pro· 
blems in dispute. in conformity with the UN Charter. 
(But how can those who do not believe in the prin
ciples underlying the UN Charter conform to it?) 
Farther than that the conterence of the non-aligned 
countries was not prepared to go. for understand· 
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·able reasons, which may be summed up in their 
desire not to annoy at least one of the parties. 

For example. they did not refrain from bringing 
up Cuba, a fact which appeats to suggest that they 
were not afraid of annoying the democratic Americans. 

· But the very fact tllat they specifically referred to 
-Cuba and Algeria and refrained ftom referring to 
any of the Russian or Chinese colonies._ or even to 
the resumption of nuclear tests by Sov•et RussJa, 
suggests that they were mortally afraid of criticising 
Soviet Russia or China. A body which is afraid of 
one of the parties to the dispute-for whatever 
reasons-can hardly command the respect of the 
ether, or of impartial persons, though it certainly • 
can ingratiate itself with the party which it refu~es 
to criticise . But that. is pot the way of promotmg 
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the cause pf peace or lessening international tension. 
For that purpose the neutrals or tha : non-aligned· 
!lave to be really impartial and not only try to appear 
impartial, as those assembled at Belgrade have been 
doing. To seek to appear imparlial"wbile; they. are' 
blatantly partial can neither add to their stature in 
the long run no~ serve· the cause which they allegedly·· 
have at heart. They can only invite the contempt 
of one of the parties to the dispute as well as of all
impartial and· dispassionate people in the world, even 
though their leaders, for diplomatic reasons, may not 
given expression to their feeling of contempt. 

STRAINING AT GNATS. WHILE SWALLOWING 
CAMELS 

The only service that the non-aligned can truly 
render the cause of peace is by being forthright m 
their ul\crauces and resolutions. Straining at western 
gnat, while swallowing Soviet camels may be good 
diplomacy, insofar as it gives to each P,.rtly only 
what it can take in good part, but if one of the parties 
cannot even take milk-and-water stuff and is· for that 
reason not served i!, ihe cause of peace is not served. 
thereby. A bully knows bow far he can go with im~ 
punity and if he finds thati his bluff and bluster and· 
threats are succeeding, he .will indeed go a long way, 
even to the point of no return. That thus . is • the 
shortest route to war and ·the Belgrade Conference 
leaders have been pursuing it! To confirm the· 
bully',, ~elief tha! he can go a long way without rous
ing the ire ·of those who cry "Peace,· Peace" is to 
encourage him· in his ways; and that again is exactly. 
what the 25 non-aligned have been doing. wittingly 
or unwittingly. mainly because their masters ·at home, 
the people, are too ignorant to understand what their'' 
leaders are up to. I shall not not be surprised if 
some of the 25 leaders assembled at Belgrade •hare 
their people's ignorance in regard to international 
afiairs. 

Among the chief non-aligned leaders, two wete 
prominently those whose countries have suffered griey
ously from Russian and Chinese· aggression-Marshal 
Tito an~ Mr. Nehru. MarshaL Titci; although a 
Comml)mst. had to seek · American , aid to thwart 
Soviet Russian designs. Mr. Nehru, without the 
patriotism of Tito, has had to content himself with· 
declaring that war with Ch(na would develop into 
a world ·war. thus suggesting that he would have 
to seek American aid if the· Chinese add to their 
depradations and annexations on the northern fron
ti~rs of India. It is indeed strange that even afte~ 
personal experiences of a most sombre kind both 
these l~der~ were afraid of calling a spade a sp~de or 
even cntiCJstng the aggressors or their allies thus 
showing indirectly that it is neither the ca~se of 
peace nor of their country which they have at heart 
but only a desire to strut on the world stage in the 
garb of peacemakers. 

Some of these leaders in fact would have been . 
nowhere except in the wilderness-and that group 
mdooes Mr.. Nehru-if the western nations had not 
m conformity with the U N Olarter, freed theu'
•<mntnes not ·as a result of successful armed revolt, 
but out of generous impulses born of democratiO 
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instincts. For< these leaders to train their guns on 
the retreating .colonialists and to keep · mum about 
those whose colonialism remains as brutal as ~ver, is 
not only the height, of ingratitude. It undermines the 
very foundations oC: peace and bears the impress of 
a 'spirit of vendetta which cannot be traced to any 
moral source. (Desire for flattery can hardly. be called 
moral.) Nor can the object be found to~be any other 
than blackmail alii~ with that or:·self"glorilication, 
prompted by the. ig.o.orance __ oLthi!iccountrymeJL_in.. 
regard to political and international affairs. 

. ' PCA YING THE' SOVIET GAME; 
' ' 

Trading ow the ·ignorance of .one's countrymen 
for personal glory may be good power politics in. pur· 
suit of the personality cult, but it is as ·faaemoved from 
the cause of peace as the North Pole is from the 
South. All that"the non:.:aligned can really do is to 
throw the· weight of their honest opinion on the $ide: 
of the right, sure in the knowledge that it will 41ti-· 
mately tilt the scaleS in favour of peace, and even .Mt .. 
Khrushchev and the Communist Party of Russia will 
have at long last to recognise that they are a power .to 
be reckoned with, a moral force not to be by-passed 
with contempt If they do not do so; they are, witting-' 
ly or unwittingly, only playing the Soviet game. After· 
all; what do Mr. Khmshchev and' the· Communist 
Party of Russia ,want except that the world should be 
afraid of themand concede in fear whatthey ·threaten 
to' obtain as a result of war-"world subservience? ·They 
want that the people of the world. should be afraid 
of. thent even as ·the' people of Russia are afraid · of 
them, and be utiable to open their lips even to utter a' 
few words by way of criticism. (They' seem· to have 
succeeded. so far as Mr: Nehru is concerned.) Inso-· 
far as the Belgrade Assembly has shown that. it is 
afraid of Soviet Russia-and it has shown that to a 
great extent-the Russian leaders have reason to be 
pleased with· its performance. But 'was it the· intention 
or' the. Belgl'ade'Conference to persuade the Wes~rn 
powers to . be' and to. proclaim themselves afraid of. 
Soviet Russia, ever. as it indirectly proclaimed itsel~ · 
afraid of SOviet Russia?· . If that 'is so, it :was not 
asking for the end of colonialism, but for its extension 
all over. the globe. It was not asking for peaceful co:. 
existence. It was asking .for the annihilation {)f' the 
powers believing in liberty andt democracy and opposed 
to the tyrannous regime'in Soviet, Russia .. Bur that 
was not their intention.- Neither Mr, Nehru nor Mr. 
Nkrumah ·would like to see the. end of their dictator
ship in their own country, although neither- of them 
seein to realise that the me!hods they are pursuina are 
likely to bring about ·that oodesired or undesirabl~ ob
jective. It is indeed strange that people who rely' on 
American aid in the present like Marshal Tito, or· in 
the foreseeable future like Mr. Nehru, should be silent 
regarding the misdeeds of a bloc whose aggre9sioJ1. they· 
have suffered from or have good reasoti to fear. When· 
Col. Nasser denounce! Britain and ·France, oncf can· 
understand the reason. · His country bas suffered · at' 
their· hands.· But Mt. Nehru does not denoooce those 
at ·whose hands·. India has suffered. He denounces 
those ·who are the colllltry's benefactors. · I am· not 
afiaid of proclaiming· this truth from the housestops; 
eve~ a~ I am not afraid of .,roclaimiog and proving 
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Nehru's Amoralism 
By A. Gopalakrishnamurlby, M.A.,LLB. 

N EHRU.:n~ally.does not moralise, as much as 
. Ga~dhi us<;<~ to do. But,. platitQdinous declara

tions of mternational and national morality are indeed 

(Continued from page 1) 
to the. hilt ~at all. the. major ills India is suffering 
from (mcluding the 11ar11tion) are the handiwork:- of 

· Ia.wdaharlal Nehru.- I can prove tha! to any honest 
mm. 
1 HELPING.THEMSELVES? 

The Belgradites doubtless consider it good self
seeking diplomacy but it is the duty of all those who 
hold their. democratic principles dear to expose the 
utter lack of morality underlying the game they are 
playing. After all, if Mr .. Nehrq cannot feel for tho 
hundreds of millions of people under the Soviet heeL 
his d~~arations of ~aith in democracy and against 
colorualism of any kind can only sound hollow· in the 
ears of all those who know what is to be under the 
Russian heel. The Belgrade Conference has turned 
N~Ison's blind eye on Soviet Russia, because other
Wise Mr. Khrushchev would not have given Messrs 
Nehru and Nkrumah the welcome he did. Indeed he 
would have angrily disallowed their landing on Russian 
soil. But if personal welcome is all they want. at the 
sacrifice of the principles tlleir people have been ta.,gght 
!o hold d.ear, It becomes the duty of all right-think· 
mg men m the world to expose the nature of their 
desires and to show how ,devoid they are of all tllose 
qualities _which alone can qualify them to play a 
peaceful _ part in tllese dangerous times. Those 
qualities may 11ot bring quick results, but tlley will 
bring yeace in tile long run. To blurt out the naked 
trutll may )10t be considered proper for statesmen, 

- but to make the· worse appear the better reason is 
to -mislead mankind into the abyss of nuclear dis
aster, and that in short is· exactly what _the Bel-
gradites have. been doing: : . _ · 
. . The . Belgradites remn:;_d me of the exploits of 

the great dacoit,. Man Singh. Thousands kept his 
whereabouts a closely-guarded secret. They were 
no doubt ensuring peace-for themselves. - The police 
would ~ever be able to catch Man :!\ingh. they used 
to say, if they betray him they woufd lose tlleir lives. 

· They were not thinking of peace for tile countrYside. 
only of their oytn peace of mind. Messrs Nehru and 
~ito may_ !'ell be thinking of peace for their respec
tive countries, for at a word from Khrushchev allna's 
armed millions may swoop down fue Himalayas. That 
is .fuc uln!o~t tllat can be said ~or our short--sighted 
Prime Mimster. who offered Tibet to China on a 
platter. Marshal Tito can also invite trouble for hun
self by offending Khr\lshchev. for he is surrounded on 
all sides by Khrushchev's captives. So it may well be 
that in the name of preserving peace the Belgradites 
have been helping themselves. presumably on the 
principle that God helps those who help themselves! 
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found in abundance witii Nehru. But, of course he 
do~s not morali_se in a_ personal way; yet he doe; so 
ratiOnally and mtemationally! That makes for the 
essential difference between Nehru and Gandhi. 

Whatever might be the difference as between 
them. Nehru today is a recognised moralist of the 
world, politically speaking. _ !o be a moralist may 
not "7 to .be moral, even politically speaking; because 
!"ora!ism !" a preaching philosophy, while to be moral 
IS a practical philosophy. 

Here my main and basic concern would ':>e in 
regard to the morality of the practic" of Nehru-poll
tics. N~hn?- _no doubt, is a legend, and he does not dis
colllt bomsmg; as such he is being lionised. 

Thus when Nehru speaks, to some Asia speaks· 
to others Africa. he~~s and to a fe!'• the world speakS: 
But, let alone liomsmg. Nehru IS getting and may 
we11 commue to get world attention when he speaks 
for some time more. Why? Nehru heads a goveril
me~t '?f country which has 430 million people; J.nd 
India IS the gateway to Asia, as the Asian mind as 
it is said. Besides. Nehru is considered a liberal d.;,o
~at. indoctrinated to the urges of communism though 
Intellectually a Communist. He is a force in Asia. 
a leader in Africa and a looming giant in tile west. 

Once, Nehru was a great propagandist of the 
right of self-determination for nations. He was and 
is a champion of the under-developed; and amongst 
the developed, he seems to be showing a complex 
now. Nehru, no doubt,. is always one with complexes. 
With all tllat, he is slowly becoming a 'passing--show' 
-a pathetic figlld'e, in conflict with himself and his 
environment-a queer mixture of the East and thB 
West-out of place everywhere, and at home, nowhere. 

Considering the instant issue on hand, Nehru 
was going to Belgrade for the neutral Summit and 
from there he was to go to Moscow. Before he zoes 
out, he normally speaks. He speaks to educate his 
way out,. to blaze a trail on his travel. So he spoke. 
He spoke of the much vexed problem of Berlin and 
of Germany, He feels more 'at home' when he talks 
of otllers' problems. Though he talied of Berlin and 
of Germany. he was not talking a problem, but the 
problem of Ru5sia and Russia's leadership. He 
was moralising and_rationalising the Russian stand 
on Berlin and Germany. Perhaps, he !bought he wo.s 
educating public opinion in India and the world. 
Perhaps, he thought he was anticipating the Neutral 
stand at Belgrade! Perhaps, not; perhaps. so. 

The logic and the rationale of his stand was, t•J 
me, a poor mortal. stupifying. I thought I ·.vas a 
rationalist only before I followed up Nehru's logic
and his rationalism on German probleniS! 
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Nehru said somefuing like this; Tlie probiem oi 
Berlin is connected with the problem of Germany. 
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RATIONALIST SUPPLEMENT 

" Eros " 
by Ann Micbaelle 

(We are indebted to the New Zealand Rationalist 
for the following article on 'Eros' by Ann Michaelle. 
We are publishing extracts from that article and we 
request our readers to compare the sentiments ex
pressed therein with the prevaiiing practices in India 
in regard to. Sakthi worship which is prevalent not 
only in Bengal and Upper India but even in South 
India where the cult assumes various forms of Vai
shnavism and Devi worship ole. ·Though the article 
has chistianity in view it applies with equal force to 
Hinduissm-Ed.) 

T HROUGH history it is "love", in its ·varying 
forms, which has been the dominant emotion in 

man, and the emotion which above all others he feels 
moved to write about. 

In the Dark Ages of European civilization 
!he Germans, Anglo-Saxons and Franks were still 
warring tribes, battling for survival and ·supremacy 
among themselves. Untouched by Christianity, they 
worshipped in their unpretentious way the elemental 
deities who appeared to regulate their everyday ex
istence. Life was relatively straight forward, and 
unembroiled in theological servitude, minstrels sang 
of the heroism of fighting men, and of the love and 
undying allegiance of the retainer towards his lord. 

Surely· among the extant literature of these so 
called "Dark" pagan days we have some of the finest 
and most natural expressions of human feeling. 

While the clerics toiled laboriously over their 
verbose moral tracts, a group of people in France 
dared to write of the forbidden. For love, as a 
dominant emotion between human beings, had been 
anathematized by the church, which demanded that 
such powerful sentiments be reserved only for reli
gion. So strongly did the theologians feel that the 
<.arnai ,could not be allowed to compete with the 
divine that it perpetuated thro,.gh its pulpits, priests 
and confessionals the doctrine that love between maa 
and woman was sinful. Marriage existed only for the 
pur(Xlse cf procreation, and to consciously enjoy 
physical union was to transgress against holy laws. 
But an even fouler crime was to harbour any pas.Ion
ate senllments towards one's marriage partner. That 
surely was incest and could lead only to the ultimate 
rejection of the soul by God. 

. Yet love between man and woman could not be 
stamped out, and if it could not exist openly, it 
could flounsh underground. It was in these un-

natural conditions that there grew up an artificial 
code of: love known as · "courtly love". A . French 
princess led the new school· of Provncal poetry and 
into the literature of the Middle Ages a fresh note 
was infused as the troubadours and poets in lightened 
mood rejoiced in their stolen fruits.· 

C. S. Lewis writes that "any idealization of sex
ool love, in a. society where marriage iS purely. uti
litarian, must being an idealization of adultery.'.' The 
new courtly code therefore presupposed an adulter
ous relationship. The lady, instead of being merely 
the chattel of her husband and lord, became in these 
changed circumstances a veritable goddess who show
ed mercy and favour to her knight as she felt"inclined. 
In return her lover acted with all humility and cour
tesy towards her, ever ready to obey her. Bligh test 
whim. ·(Queen Guinevere, hearing that her lover 
Sir Lancelot had hesitated momentarily· before climl:>
ing into a tumbril to rescue her. from captivity, re
fused to have any thing moro; to do with him.) 

By including in their code the religion of Love, 
the poets brought into the open the antagonism. bet
ween the two opposing ideals. Fo~ the Middle Ages, 
dominated as they were by the church," produced 
some of our most delightful parodies on Christianity .. 
The worship of the God Amor at the court of Love 
included in· its elaborate ceremonial a hierarchy of 
cardinals and lesser "clergy", who conducted service.s 
at -.-:hich the God was worshipped amid the beating 
of breasts, the. singing of hymns of praise, and rites 
of confessional and repentance. 

One twelfth centwy poem descibes the ser
vice at a convent where in obedience to the "she 
cardinal" a number of sisters made public confession 
of their principles and practice in the matter of love. 
It soon became apparent that the convent was divi
ded into two distinct parties, one of whom had ad
milled to their favours only clerics. and the other 
who had been kind to knights only. The cardinr.l 
pronounced emphatically in favour of the .clerics 2 ~ 
the only proper lover for a nun, and urged· the here· 
tical puty to repentance. The Vergin Mary found 
her counterpart in the person of the Beloved hersel ', 
who was worshipred with passion · and devotic 1 
at all times. The hymns addressed to her, the mere; 
sought from her, and the genuflexions made at her 
bedside ·were religious in the extreme. 

The poet who o;leclared that he would ratt.a 
fellow all the sweet ladies and goodly knights to 

(Continued on page II) 



Atheism And· The: Industrial Revolution 

by · F. A •. Ridley 

1 N one of his essays. the French scholar Ern:s~ 
Renan, remarked that the first individual human 

beings were found amongst the ancient Greeks, prior 
to whom he added. there were only gregarious flocks 
of human sheep grazing under the tutelage of "Sons 
of · Heaven" and divinely . appointed shepherds:· 
Whilst a few .scattered sceptics may of course have 
flourished-{)r more likely failed to flourish-in ob
scurity during the long ages, prior to the initial ap• 
pearence of Greek culture, there does not appear to 
be a record (or at least, . none has survived) of any 
significantly critical movement in any earlier age: 
Hence the ,ancient Greeks (or· Hellenes as· they al
ways styled themselves), · may be regarded, ·with at 
least substantial· accuracy; as the ''founding fathers" 
of scientific and ·of critical . human thought. And 
certaiuly the · mental power possessed by such men 
as Democritus, the first, and from a materialist angle 
perhaps the greatest, of the great Greek thinkers who 
substituted atoms for gods in the creation of the Uni
verse; and as Aristarchus of Samos who, seventeen 
centurie~ before Copernicus (who may actually have 
got the' 1dea from him). first advanced the heliocentric 
theory' imd tried to • estimate the eorrect size and di: 
stance. of. the moon;'· cari· only' be discribed as absolu~ 
tely phenomenal:· · 'Particularly since · the · andeni 
9reeks ·never possessed anything beyond a very rudi
mentary· technical culture, · as a. modem : Russian 
wriier .has noted, . ihe dominating tragic cence of 
frustration which· forms, so to speak, the bedrock of 
the· basi~ :·disharmony between .. their advanced intel
lectual_ l'J!d \heir primitiv~ te_chnical culture. 

. ·Throughout the long pre-industrial · era which 
stretched from the dawn of history up to the technical 
revolution that began in England about 1700, .the 
basic material culture of even the most .civilised races, 
was agriculture. Trade and commerce were always 

.. , (Continued· from page 1). ' 

hell tb"n·go' to heaven. without them, was expressing 
ihe 'natural reaction· · to· a system of conduct which 
sought to bind men. body. and soul, to an unrealistic 
and unpractical 'ideal. . . . 

·So the new· poetry which centred around the 
code of courtly love became, in C. S. Lewis's words. 
"an extension of religiont an escape from religion. 
a rival of religion, and perhaps even the open enemy 
of religion.". · 

The. sCriptures of the· church. therefore bad .uO. 
ceeded not in stamping out romantic love, but in 
bringing about a violent reaction among the upper 
classes, which produced in i!s tum a volume <>f col
ourfuL witty and entertaining poetry whose influence 
spread gradually to Italy, the Continent, and England, 

a· minority pursuit even amongst the most advanced 
states such as ancient Athens, or medieval florence 
and it appears to be a basic law of human sociology 
ih~t an agrarian society is always (at least I cann:.t 
thmk of any exceptions,) a religious society. Agricul
true always depends upos the continued beneficence 
of. natural ·forces or, in religious· phraseology, on the 
Will of Heaven. It is at least quite certain that all 
the major agrarian civilisations of Asia, Europe and 
of pre-Columbian America,· were all bound up with 
and were concurrently dominated by religiously-inspir
ed · cultures. In medieval Europe, the elaborate 
cathedrals arose· in the midst of, and were created by, 
the pious hands of an overwhelmingly agrarian cuJIUr~. 
In Africa, where the agrarian techniques have always 
been extremely primitive, the concurrent religious
or rather animistic cults-have also been of a corres
pondingly elementary nature. In agrarian societies in 
which the uniformity of nature is reflected in the tra
ditional outlook of human ihougbt, scepticism is 
looked at askance, and herey represents the supreme 
crime. It was in medieval· (i.e. agrarian and pre
industrial) societies that Ages of Faith were found, 
and amongst· whom religious conservatism ·or£anised 
such c ruthless repression of novel and "dangerous" 
thoughts as are recorded in the annals' of the medieval 
Inquisition. Contrarily, it was in the· towns and above 
all, in the trading centres of the classical and medieval 
worlds tha! critical thought · and religious scepticism 
first made their appearance. As the Greek conserva
tive· par excellence, Plato, · once shrewdly noted, the 
proximity of the sea provokes mental restlesness and 
arouses the desire to seek out the new horizons that 
beckon so alluringly in the distance. It was in cities, 
usually · sea-faring cities like classical ·Athens ~nd 
Alexandria or medieval Florence and Venice that the 
seeds of human scepticism were sown. Free thought 
did not begin in the countryside. 

Pursuant upon . the line of reasoning set out 
above, one would not expect to find, and one does not 
in fact find, any mass-movement of rationalistic con
tent at any period prior to the last two centuries, dur
ing which the Industrial Revolution has made its way 
from a primarily local (originally English) standing 
to a currently world-wide <:>ne. The heretics of earlier 
ages were usually few and scattered individuals whose 
only safety from persecution lay in their own insig
nificance and obscurity. This was particularly so with 
regard to the more extreme forms of religious heresy, 
around whom no mass movement ever assembled. 
Prior to the post-industrial French Revolution at the 
end of the 18th century, no mass movement of Deism 
had ever arisen, and prior to the Russian Revolution 
of 1917, no avowedly atheistic regime had ever been 
established. Hence, incidentally, the frenzied hatred 
which in particular, the Vatican bas consisten!ly dis-
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Divinely lnsprred 
by Julian W; Bournier 

A thorough study of the origin of the Christian 

Bible, discloses, !hat it is composed mainly of 
fairy stories based on tbe ancient lore and legend of 

(Continued from page II) 
played towards tbat regime. (Most earlier revolutions 
were usually associated . with religious movements). 
In brief, scepticism in a pre-industrial age represent
ed merely lonely thinkers or isolated groups, who . 
inhabited. the religious underworld, one periodically 
illuminated by the fires of the stake. It is only with 
the advent of the Industrial Revolution that Atheism 
has been able to become a mass movement 

The last two centuries since the inventions of 
the pioneers of tbe Industrial Revolution, have wit· 
nessed a steady growth and expansion of an indus
trial civilisation founded upon scientific knowledge 
and techniques. at the ultimate expense of the im
memorially ancient agrarian cultures of mankind 
and of their religious shadow-one might almost say, 
Siamese Twin. Show me an agricultural.people, and 
I will show you a religious one:! Beginning in this 
country in the wake of the English bourgeois revo
lution (mid-J 7th century), the Industrial Revolution 
first spread over Europe in the. 19th century and is 
now spreading over the world in our own. Wherever 
the Industrial Revolution establishes itself, it needs 
must find and train workers .who are technically 
competent and acclimatised to the .deterministic 
thought of science in place of the illiterate peasantry 
brought up· to revere the capricious forces of Nature. 
For wher~:as probably 90% of the humar. race were 
illiterate (and semi-starved . in a scarcity economy), 
nowadays, universal literacy and a universal Welfare 
State are (failing an Act of· God-or more probably 
a nuclear act of man), now historically inevitable, 
probably within another couple o( ceJituries. This 
sociological phenomenon features the Idustrial Revo
lution versus the gods-all of tbem! And· again, 
failing some nuclear. catastrophe, it is becoming in
creasingly clear that it is the gods who are on the 
way out. For, whereas in the 19th century it was 
only Christianity, the traditional creed of the lands 
where lndustrialisatism originated, that was under
mined, nowadays, this social evolution embraces all 
the former "backward" (pre-industrial) lands, and all 
their trad.itional religions. It would probably be no 
axaggerallon to say that more atheists and sceptics 
have be~ made during the last fifty years than during 
the prevtous fifty thousand. In fact, so obvious has 
now become this mental phenomenon that even (as 
we indicated recently in this paper), !he worldly-wise 
Vatican bas now set up a Chair of Atheism, to study 
seriously what it had previously denounced as a mere 
aberration of lunatics only fit to be hastily burnt. As 
w~ then remarked, Atheism has now arrived. Tbe 
gods are on their way to the museums. 

-The Freethinker. 

the Israelites, dating back to about the year 1,200 
B.C. Uttle of an authentic nature is known regard
ing the authorship of the various parts, but it is 
generally recognized, by informed peol'le, as the 
works of a large number of primitive Israelite priests, 
sages, psalmists, and scribes; (ew of whose names are 
known. 

-
.. ,,, Tbe new· Testament dates from about the year 
ISO AD. and is composed of stories of events that 
are supposed to have happened 150 years before it 
was written, and was compiled by the· early teachers 
of Christianity. The personage, Jesoo Christ, is of 
Greek origin and not Jewish as many suppose, and 
portray a character of .which tbere were many, such 
as, Krishna, Mithra, Quirnus, Adonis, Appolonius 
and others, most of which were supposed· . to have 

· been born of a virgin and were · later crucified; all 
are mythical. The early Christians were called 
"Atheists" because they denied the ancient gods of 
the Greeks and the Romans. . 

Some of the stories in the Bible are :mainly of a 
carnal nature, which includes incest; daughters 'bear
ing children after having sexual intercourse with their 
Q)Vn drunken. father; rape, mass murders, little child
ren being tom apart· by animals by orders from· the 
Lord. war and shivery, · and much inore rottenness 
and filth. The miracles tha.t were supposed to .·have 
been performed, such as, a mim walking on water, 
feeding thousands of people with five loa:ves and· two 
fishes, turning water into wine and so forth, are ima
ginary. The Isma!ians of the Mohammedan faith, 
a11pear to be much more honest than the Christians 
with regard to miracles. as they hold that the "Philo
sophical· Doctrines" should be reserved · for the 
"Str.ang Minded"; its :mysticism for .the "Fanatical", 
and the miracles for the "Ignorant." 

· .. Reg,;,.d . the(pi'esent. populllt God:. ·"Jehovah", 
(formerly "Jahveh", :an. unimportant Babylonian sky
god) indubitably will as people become better inform· 
ed, be relegated to oblivion along with the former 
gods of the ancient' Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, and 
ignorant primitive man. The modern sciences have 
proven the falsity of the Bible story of the creation 
of the universe; which includes mankind and other 
animals, and all other forms of life. All life is a part 
of Nature and originated from a simple single cell 
which originated by an electro-chemico process 
billions of years ago. As for the existence of an 
omnipotent God! just what kind of a being would 
tbis be1 one that would allow, during the experience 
of most of us a Olristian nation to murder in cold 
blood six million Jewish people, a Christian nation 
to drop atom bombs on the poorer districts of con
gested cities, killing. and maiming for life, hundreds 
of thOusands of innocent men, women and little 
children, a devastating war that killed or maimed 
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SIXTY MilliON people; "Would this be a God of 
Love, a God of Justness, a God of Mercy," that 
would allow such r:arnage? 

Gods were invented to create fear in the minds 
of people, so that the many could be controlled by a 
few people and for the benefit of these few. . • 

The atheist in discarding the yoke of supersti
tion, religion, gods and fear, imbibes a consciousness 
of self-reliance and fearlessness. whiclt recalls a quo
tation from a speech made by the famous British 
biologist, Julian Huxley: · 

"Evolutionary man can no longer take refuge 
from his loneliness by creeping for shelter into the 
arms of a divinized father-figure whom be has him
self created. nor escape from the responsibility .of 
making decisions by sheltering under the umbrella of 
divine authority. He must face the future unaided." 

This facing the future unaided, makes a person 
on-apprehensive of a life after death. as one realizes 
that being a part of nature, that human life is analo
gous to all other. forms of life, an electro-chemical 
process; and just as the leaf of the tree comes into 
being with the Spring and withers and fades awa) 
in the Autumn; so does the human at the letminatiun 
of its life span, just sink into eternal sleep and is 
gone forever. 

With this thought in mind, rather thai! the Bibli
cal teaching of, 'Blessed are the poor they shall in
herit the Kingdom of . Heaven", let us supstitute the 
'"!lowing words of Robert Inger~oll: 

1 ne time to be happy is now 
The place to be happy is "e'". . 

. Tt.e V~<ay to be. happy is to make others happy. 

-Liberal (U.S.A.) 

REPORT . OF 'THE HUMANIST 
· UNION', NAINITAL 

Mr. Narain has sent "us the first annual 
report of the Union from · which we have cu lied 
the following interesting passages:.~ 

During the last winter I had opportumty of 
discussing Humanism with a · large numb.J; of 
people in dilferent places. Humanism bas a two 
fold aspect: a certain attitude towards . sam~ 

·: age-old human problems and .. a certain :.o<:ml 
commitment. It is easier to find people sharing 
that attitude than those willing to assume soda! 
responsibility. Our country !s at present Jlassing 

· through a phase of general apathy towards ev;.;y 
kind of voluntary work not connected with poli
tics sponsored or aided by Government. 

Hwnanism" is concenied _ with social prob
lems, but the prevailing mood in the country IS 
to leave these to the legislature and the Govern
ment. Casteism and communalism are generally 
recognised as great obstacles to the progress ::>f 
the country but platform oratory is about the 

. only means. adopted at present to fight these 
evils.- .By .our. ideology and the composition of 
our membership drawn, as it is, from diverse 
religious and credal backgrounds, we are special:y 
qualified to tackle these problems and make a 
useful contribution out of all proportion to our 
numbers, if we can get together a band of devot
ed workers, inspired by social ideals. This, 
rather than a large membership, would be our 
greatest asset. · 

The most urgent need for a Humanist move
ment in India is to lay a stable foundation, not 
to produce quick results. The Union must have 
a home of its own, however small. Without a 
proper headdquarter the Union is not likely to 
endure for long. · 

In the minutes of annual general meeting there 
is a discussion on the merits of Inter-caste marriages 
and the part of the Humanist Union should play in 
bringing about such marriages: 

IV 

Dr. Devaraja said that the Union must have 
some dynamio programme. He said that the 
Union should keep in touch with reople who 
actually broke the caste and religious barriers in 
marriage and should make them feel that there is 
a fellowship to which they belong. Sri Jagan
nath Upadhyaya referred to a scheme which had 
been started at Varanasi under - the auspices of 
the Humanist society. It was known as Inter
Marriage bureau. A point was raised whether it 
would be right for the union to promote inter
caste marriages as a first step towards the break
ing up of social barriers. The Chairman observ
ed that that would be narrowing down the scope 
of our organisation. The Secretary agreed with 
this but said that it should be open to memb.Jrs. 
in their individual capacity, to help in promoting 
inter-caste marriages, and further that the orga· 
nisation should lend its support to any other 
organisation engaged· in the task of abolishing 
caste barriers. He agreed with the Chairman 
that the Union could not itself have a program
me confined to inter-caste marriages. Shri Syama 
Narayana also said that Union could not limit · 
itself to promoting inter-caste marriages. 

In connection with a remark made by Smt. 
Maya Chaudhary, the Secretary observed that in 
the West it often happened that one party to a 
marriage was a Humanist while the other was !' 
Christian and that experience had shown that ~t 
is unwise for the HIJdTianist to try to convert his 
or her partner and further tha~ the children d 
such parents, as indeed all ch1ldr7n. should _be 
left free to choose their own affihat1on on attam
ing maturity. 

Sri Chandra Lal Sah stressed the import
a~ce of constructive work. He. said . ~hat 
wherever there is an inter-caste or mter-rehgtous 
marria~e the Humanist society there should get 
into t.;'uch with the parties concerned and ex
pre<s its solidarity with them. 



The problem of Germany is conneded-not with the 
fate of the German people-with two great Powers. 
Both of them are sticking each to that part of Ger
many under its control. They do not want to leave •. 1 
That is a fact. As a realist, let ine recognise a fact · 
a• a fact. So, two Germanys is a fact. Let us re
cognise the fact; we may or we may not recognis.; 
them for diplomatic purposes. But let our diplomacy 
recognise facts. 

There is philosophy, politics, diplomacy, in it 
and more too. Tb!\t appeared to be the logic of the 
hour. Was it for the West? Or, was it for the 
Germans he spoke for, or he spoke to, or he spoke at 

The rationale of Nehru stand on Germany is the 
quintessence of irrationalism. It looked like Berkeiy 
or Samkara. It happened that the real was unreal 
and the unreal was real. It looked like mere poiili<.S. 
It looked like Chauvinism. It looked, just like ilim
self-Pandit Nehru. 

The Nehru-fact seems to be a dangerous fact. 
Applying the same logic: Peking-China is a fa.ct. 
Both are insisting. Both are facts. Let us recogruse 
facts as facts. · 

Apropos: there shall be two Chinas, just as 
there shall be two Germanys. 

Does l'lehru accede to this? No. 

But take another fact: There is poverty. There 
is riches; there are poor-people and there are rich 
people. They are facts. If we recognise facts as 
facts, then what follows? That is not the way to re
cognise a fact. Fact is to be rationalised or reration
alised to truth, to human needs, to politics ends and 
to philosophical purposes. 

But, when Nehru commits the folly of over
&implification of logic and rationality on the German 
issue, he 'missed the bus'; he misled the. world; he 
confused the Indian stand and he committed, an in-' 
ternational Himalayan Blunder! 

How to amend for it? Indian democracy must 
assert itself. The real India-India of the· indian 
people-should articulate, should speak. It should 
say, that it stands for self-determination of the Ger
man people; Germany belongs to Germans; and that 
Germans alone, by plebiscite under neutral aegis, 
should determine what kind of a Government should 
the German people have. That is democracy that 
Indians would like to tell the world. It may not be 
Nehruism. But it is the articulating aspiration of the 
Indian mind; the Indian Mass. 

But, when Nehru rejected it by preaching the 
'two-Germanys stand, he ceased to be a moralist, he 
ceased to be moral, and he became amoral. That 
begins the end of democratic Nehru and marks the 
beginning of a totalitarian Nehn.>. 

Let democrats beware, 
mans Gr others! 

be they Indians,· Ger-
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HOW TO MAKE PROHIBITION 
'A · PEOPLE'S MOVEMENT .. 

Dr. Naravime; the Prohibition Minister of Bombay, 
observed the other day that Prohibition should become 
'A People's Movement'. Mr. Morarji D.:sai has also 
likened a complaint against arming the Executive with 
excessive legal powers to enforce Prohibition, as being 
an attack on personal freedoms, to a probable com
plaint against punishing the thieves on the same 
ground. Another Prohibition Crusader Mr. Shriman 
Narayan recenUy contended that Prohibition tended 
to increase the economic welfare of the nation. These 
statements irresponsible and irrational as they ·may 
seem to ml!ny, are not without a modicum of lruth. 
Dr. Naravane is not unaware ihat he can. aiways 
count in the next General Elections on the "Popular" 
vote of the growing brood of bootleggers and owners 
of illegal breweries who are carrying on merrily their 
lucrative trade in Bombay, in the form of a popular 
movement. Shriman Narayan, the Gandhian econo
mist, can now pat his own back with the thought that 
a host of Slf!"'l-urli!rins and even criminals have consi
derably improved their economic condition by· taking 
to this "Cottage Industry"; Mr. Morarji the 
purist will surely cheer up up at the sight of these 
anti-social elements being absorbed in increasing num
bers into this honourabk trade. This will enable him 
to employ his Police Force thus relieved, in the sacred 
cause of terrorising the whole nation for the. sake of 
a few 'sinners". 

White Cap-Neera-Police Raj ki Jail 

WINE AND GODS 

The Mysore Vidhan Sabha roared in laughter as 
even the Gods were not spared in . the House, 
now witnessing a battle of . words on t)le prohibition 
policy with the Opposition mounting its tirade on the 
comprehensive Bill. , · · 

The elderly Independent . member· for Bhalki, · 
Mr. B. Shyam Sundar, quoted verses from many books 
to drive home the point that wine bad its ·place in 
lilerature, scriptures and so on. 

"Even our great Gods were drunkards. It is said 
in the puranas that once Brabma the Creator was 
drunk so much that he ran after. his own daughter," 
be said. · 

Mr. C. M. Armugam: "It is a well-known con
vention that persons not present in the House should 
not be dragged in here. So Brahma can't l:e brought 
in ... " 

The Speaker: "Nor is he outside. Don't worry" 
Oaughter). 

-Indian Express. 
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DELHI LETTER 
·L. . I .·. 

Nonalignment Or.· Pusillanim·ity- ?' 
' ·- ' . ~ . ' 

(From ·Our Correspondent) 

0 UR' Prime Minister has been · addressing Press 
' conferences once . a month· almost · regulariy, but. 

ho. would . do well to reconsider his decision to face 
the Press so often as .that. . For •. to be candid, he doel!'
not have the reguisite ·temperament, tlie requisite self· 
control and the requisite equipoise to face .the Press. 
for more than an hoUf ·wilhouL his putting. his foot· 
into il-, Knowing him fairly intimately as I do, I have · 
in. fact often been wondering at. his huin9rous sallies 
and admiring·. the amount of self~ontrol. he has. been 
able .to display, . for that. is something quite extra
ordinary for ·him. Nevertheless the age-old :tempera·. 
ment reasserts itself often enough. and Jt di<l so more 
than once at his Press Conference on September I 7. 

For. oae thing, hewenno far as.to tell the Press 
that· he was ."rather envious" of Lord Russell, who 
was jailed recently for· his part in organising a big 
ban-the-H-bomb ·. demonstration · in Cenrtal , London,· 
adding .that",he admlred. vecy much·_ Lotd Russell's: 
attitude. The Lord· Mayor · of London, Sir Bernard 
Weley.Cohen, ·who happened to be ·in Calcutta the 
following day; told 'a reception in his honour: "I am 
sorry to 'find here that there should have been this 
direct criticism: of an affair that· is--essentially, :a;matter 
for the internal conduct of England.". Back in Lon
don the Lord Mayor said-he-would have been "fail
ing in his duty as "Chief Citizen .of London" if he 
had not .rebuked. India's., Prime. Minister for his 
remarks supporting the' Brltish philosopher and anti
nuclea( camP<'igner, Early Russell. Sir Bernard;. was 
obviously· right• in' administering the rebuke tO' ' our 
Prime- Minister/ because,. as .it seemed tO' him, "it was' 
much--out of ·place and·colltrary· to an: the· practices· 
and ctlsloms · of· the-Cciinmonwealth · that · the Prime. 
Minister of one Commonwealth· nation shOuld ' make
such commonts about the hiternal affairs of another 
Commonwealth' na~ion.':. : 

'i .Sin,Bernard.;putdt :. rather.mildly. What Mr. 
Nehru did was nothingushort of encouraging. a resis· 
lance movement against the British Government.. and 
that. on an issue regarding, which there is hardly any 
difference ot· opinion between the two main parties in 
th~ land. Even if· there were, Mr. Nehru's observa
tions would be inexcusable. It is true that Mr.· 
Nehru claims to be. a _ pacifist. But then he should 
try_ out _his pacifism in his own country where God 
has given, him pacifists (pretenders?) for his country
men. Here in India .under the guidance of .. .Mr.· 
Nehru, the military expenditure has been mounting 
every year~I do- not·say wrongly-and if we do not 
produce atom bombs, we do not also give up the 
con fidcnt hope _that some of those who produce them 
will be found on our side in case of conflict with China. 
Who can af!er that say that Mr. Nehru does not 
believe in the "nuclear deterrent"? But then Lord 

Russell is a handstrengthener of Mr. Nehru and feels. 
in duty .bound- to strengthen his hands, Commonwealth 
or no Commonwealth. 

THE DURAND LINE 

Nor does it seem likely that Olllf Prime Minister 
would have made the statement he did on the Durand 
Line, except in an off-hand manner. This seems to 
betray an unstatesmanlike gloating over a neighbour's 
difficulties which is likely • to be exploited by one 
of the. parties to the. dispute or its supporters. To 
refer to the Durand Line as a "complicated matter" 
is !o invite PaKistani wrath and references by way of 
retort to . the MacMahon Line. So far as righteous
ness is concerned, there would appear to be little to 
choose between the two. If the Durand Line is a com· 
plicated matter, so is the MacMahon· Line, FQr 
those- who take their stand , on a. moral basis, it is 
not a question of an internationally recognised fron
tier-in which respect the Durand Line scores over 
the MacMahon Line-but of the desire of the peo
ple in the neighbourhood of the Line and what they 
want.· Mr. Nehru• seems to forget self-determi[\ation 
altogether whenever it. does not help him rise in 
international stature. He forgot it even in the case 
of Tibet" and thereby invited Chinese invasion of 
Itldia.. Pllkistan has not' repudiated self-determina
tion· for • tre area, in dispute. 

NONALIGNMENT 

AL his .. Press. COiuerence the Prime Minsiter: 
made:, many, sensibl~. observ_ations. but in regard 1.() 
Eastc Germany, he. made· a , statement which goes to 
the root of the mattet, and: exposes the. hollowness 
of his stand on ·international. affairs. "So far as East 
Germany is .concerned, it is obvious that Great Power 
rivalries are· involved," he said, adding, "In theory 
many things· may be right but in practice they are 
not· feasible." In effect, he said, self-determination 
may be right in theory for East Germany, but in prac· 
tice it is not feasible. Presumably it is not feasible 
because Soviet Russia is intransigent in the matter. 
But what· is the duty· in regard to .such· matters oi· 
those who claim· to be "non-aligned? Should they 
practically ·support this intransigence by saying, "It 
can't be helped"? Should they throw· the- weight of 
their. opinion-for what it is worth-on the side of 
what 1hey consider to be right? If they do not adopt 
the Jat!er course, th~ whole moral basis is knocked 
out 'of non-alignment and is replaced by fesr-fear of 
Soviet Russia which they seem prepared to do noth· 
ing to mitigate or Iiquiqate. The Conference . of the 
non.aligned at Belgrade was dominated by th•s fear. 
Algeria was mentioned and colonjalis~ condemned 
there. Cuba was mentioned and attempts at coloma· 
!ism there were condemned. But no mention was 
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.made of any of the East European nations under the 
Soviet heel This is indeed a very queer sort of non· 
alignment. It is clearly based on the theory that cri
ticism should be offered only of the actions of those 
who can take it, and those who feel enraged by 
criticism should be spared. This may be all right for 
those who are manouvring for positions of inter
national fame and glory. But the question arises if 
that is all they want to do. 

RAIDS ON GURUDW ARAS 

The Punjab Police on September 15 raided seve
ral major gurudwaras and without resistance on the 
part of "proclaimed offenders" or their supporters 
arrest~d some of the former. The Government ::!aim 
that the police entered the gurudwaras to search for 
and arrest some desperate Akalis armed with grenades 
and fire-arms. None were found that day, but the 
following day the Shiromani Gurudwara Prabandhak 
Committee surrendered to the Police at Amritsar some 
fire-arms and ammunition in the Golden Temple. 
This surrender was demanded a few days earlier but 
the SGPC refused to comply. Later, fearing a police 
raid, the SGPC changed its mind and surrendered 
some fire-arms. Master Tara Singh, it appears, was 
not in favour of the surrender · but was persuaded 
by his old associates plus the police raids in other 
gurudwaras to change his mind. 

The Akali Dal has described the ratds as '.'ua· 
provoked acts of sacrilege" while Sant Fateh Singh 
has called them "barbarous acts", and even the Maha
raja of Patiala, who has been one of the principal 
mediators, has seen fit to see the Home Mnisiter: to 
protest. The fact of the matter would appear to be 
that the Akalis had so far succeeded, mainly through · 
bluff and bluster, in defying the law in the matter of 
surrendering absconders, whom the gurudwaras had 
been offering sancturay in the belief that they were 
immune from police raids. The Akalis have in 
fact all along beep proceeding on the assumption 
that they were a privileged section of people and the 
Government has certainly been confirming the same 
by acts of omission, until the raids called the bluff. 

So much for the Akali allegation that they are 
second class citizens and are being discriminated 
against by the Government of India. They seem to 
believe !n . raising the bogey of repression to secure 
greater and yet greater concessions from Govern· 
ment. Apparently the. greater the concessions from 
Government the greater will be the bogey of repr~s
sion raised by the Sikhs until the independent Sikh 
state of their dreams has been formed. In the dis
eased stomach the appetite grows with eating. If 
the police raids have extinguished the last remaining 
chances of a settlement, they would appear to have 
done no mean service to all concerned. The facts 
that the raids have been made and firearms surren
dered without resort to force and without running 
into violence or resistance is proof positive of the 
bluff and bluster that cons!itute the Akali threat. 

In fact the Prime Minister has done no service to 
the country by what has often seemed to be his 

shilly-shallying. He must be realising now that his 
garlanding of Master Tara Singh in public some 
years ago was a short sighted act, even like the re
ceptions at the airport of Sheikh Mohammad Abdul
lah- when he, was Prime. Minister of Kashmir .. Mr. 
Nehru does not wait for second thowohts to correct or 
amend his first thoughts and rushes into emotional 
action which does not subserve his purposes in the 
long run. Flattery can also make matters worse, The 
initial reaction is always favourable as expected by 
the tlatterer, but the remote reaction need not be so 
and is generally not so. For example, both Sheikh 
Mohammad Abdullah and Master Tara Singh" chips 
of the same bloc as they seem to b~ould have 
naturally come to the conclusion that by. his ex
traordinary performances the Prime Minister was 
proving that he was afraid of them. In the case of 
Master Tara Singh, wha! could public garlanding 
once in a while do against the daily evidence of power 
residing in the hands of Sardar Pratap Singh Kairon? 
In any case the non-violent raids and the n·on-violent 
surrender of arms by the Golden Temple authorities 
have proved the correctness of Sardar Kairon's s.tand 
that Master Tara. Singh and Company may safely be 
called Messrs Bluff and Bluster. (The language is 
mine, the idea approximately that of the Chief 
Minister .of Punjab.) .That. of course goes against any 
concession being made by Government to the.· Ablis, 
for despite, their protestations of· peaceful. intentions 
the sanction behind the present tactics of Master Tara 
Singh and his followers is. far from non-violent.. It is 
the hope of widespread violence, following · the natu
ral consequence~ of indefinite fasting, in the heart of 
the Akalis, and the fear of the same in the heart of 
the Government that makes the . Akali threat serious. 
Take that away-and Sardar Kairon is taking it away 
-and what remains· is sound 11nd fury signifying 
nothing. 

JAN SANGH~BRAVADO 
· . The I ana' sangh' lias ·:made publiC its 20-page 

election manifesto through Mr. Balraj Madhok M. P ., 
·chairman of the Delhi Jana Sangh: : It prontises t? 
"pilot the nation· to a. safe heaven"; although Mr. 
M\tdhok confessed at the Press Conference called to 
publicise the manifesto that the Party had not given 
detailed thought . to a number- of the objectives :;et 
out in the manifesto. Under the circumstances, the 
promise to pilot the nation to safe heaven mu.~t be 
considered premature, even as the modus operandi 
of the party is generally considered amatel!rish. 

Indeed it seems that the manifesto has not been 
critically considered at all. For exahple, it lays 
stress on border defence, particularly on the vacation 
of Chinese aggression and the freeing of "Azad Kash
·mir", while in relation to new incursions it promises 
retaliation rather than the registration of protest note>. 
Apparently the risks involved in retaliation have also 
not been considered, for, pressed to elabortae the 
poin!. Mr. Madhok said a Jana Sangh Government 
would break off diplomatic relations with China and 
"drive out the Chinese from Ladakh by a proper 
military action short. of war''. He promised similar 
treatment regarding "Azad Kashmir". When mili· 
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tary action is taken, it should be taken with the con
. fidence that retaliation would be effectively met. No 
military action taken can be confined to certain limits. 
becaULSC the party taking the initiative wants to do so. 
Its extent 'obviously depends· on the retaliatory mea• 
sures that the other party takes, and which the party 
that has taken the initiative is bound to counter, llll• 
less it is prepared to: be the' laughing >lock of the 
world: · · ·· · · ' ' ; · ·' · ,. 

. .. ' l . ,..... .. . 

. When .the Chinese invaded India-the Nehru Gov
ernment called the invasion an incursion-the Chinese 
Government was aware that in the matter of Kashmir 
the Government of India was at the mercy of its ally, 
~he Soviet Government. which had voted Security Coun
cil. resolutions against India, au! that therefore·the 
Indian Government was not in a position to offer oppo
sition to Chinese advance .. The occupation of 12,500 
square miles of Indian territory ·was the price the Indian 

· Government had to. pay for the Russian 'veto,· and ·it 
was to hide this simple fact that Mr. Nehru kept the 

··Chinese ·invasion a · i:losely-goorded secret for years, 
hoping that by the time he revealed it the cbviouS> con
nection between the two 'would no!-.be obvious: and 
the Russian veto in.·the Security Council would be·as 
·good as forgotten in this context at least. That was·what 
Mr. Madhok may calf "proper military action short of 
.war'! The Soviet veto was in fact a signal to the Chin
ese to extend their borders ·at the eJ~:pense of India and 
approximate the same .to thoS>e shown· in Chinese: and 
·Soviet.lmips. For" Mr.· Madhok .or any ·one•·else~·to 
talk· of -~·proper military aciion short' of war·~ iS~pure 
deceptive' non-sense, if, it is ·n01: the product of a nalf
.baked inind, and if it is not meant to 'be, as seems to 
-be the case, mer~ ."bravado.'· · : .-· · • 

l~ 'T .:> • • • • r · ·r ·, "' • 
. . , I . . . 
I,• r ~ ,_._ •1 

B'ook .Review.., .. ,., 
• ·, .... L. 

?' v ... ;-. ; I • 

' ' . f ,.,_ •• 

· - THE . CRITICS OR KE'X'NES. -· 
. ' ' •. j. '·; .,1 ,-' _,. ' . •. • :. 

. ·.Ricardo, ; ·said J:ohn , Maynard, Keynes •. "con
quered England-: ·as . a completely. as , the Holy 
Inquisition conquered Spain.",, But. what of l.he. great 
Lord· Keynes· himself? · Hi~ "jnquisition"~if the 
strange , comparison b~ . allowed;:-cdid .not stop at 
-national boundaries; indeed, , its conquests. have vir-
tually encircled the entin; gkibe.. : . . . " . . , 

Henry·_ Hazlitt.' one· of the original anti~Keyrie
sians, has lived to see the· inquisition relax its' grip 
on at least rome· nations . of. the world, His The 
Failurt! of the . ""New Ecpruynics," published . last 
year. bas actually_ succeeded in making it intellectually 
respectable to oppose the Keynesian analysis. In the 
course of .writing The Failure of the "New Ecorw
mics" Mr. Hazlitt ·was impressed by the. number of 
brilliant short discussions of the · Gnenera/ Theory 
that be came upon. These were scattered through 
learned journals dating back to the nineteen thirties, 
or they consisted of single chapters or a few- passages 

·in books· that are som,times not generally available. 
'It ocCurred to Mr. Hazlitt that it would be a useful 

. idea to assemble them all i"n one place-and the result 

'~"m: ixorA:V 'nBERTARTA-. 

is a fat anthology, The Crilics of Keynesian Emno
mics ·(Van Nostrand, $7}. 

Since Keynes's the~ry is rooted in a rejection of 
the famous "law of markets" whiCh was first formu
lated 150 years ago by the French economist Jean 
Baptis!a Say, Mr. Hazlitt begins his anthology with 
an excerpt from Say .· and with a "restatement" of 
Say's Law: by John Stuart Mill. It was the contention 
of both Say and Mill that production creates its own 
buying power. Since, in the last analysis, it takes a 
l!Ood to "buy" another good (even though the ex
change may be facilitated by the use of money), Say's 
Law amounts' to a truism. The '"Law" docs not of 
course. insist [hat markets will be "cleared" auto~a 
ticaiiy merely because the purchasing power released 
by production (in wages, interest, dividends. and out
lay for ser~ices and materials) is there to soak up 
the produclion. ,, Men make mistakes in judging 
whljJ 7onsumers want, and !here ca\1 he a lag in the 
operallon of Say's Law umtil a mistake in judgment 
has b~en corrected by a new equilibrium of economic 
forces.· But the truism remains: it takes a good !o 
.buy a good. -

.What Keynes did, in effect, was to deny that 
·mistakes in- judgment on ~he part of producers would 
be sel(correcting in time. . Once a Jepryssion fiad 
started, he saw a "liquidity preference" constantly 
inpeding the translation of savings into new invest
ment that would produce new and different goods 
capable of "clearing the market" as the older (and 
unwanted) goods were sacrificed at .cut rates. To 
get the economy off- dead center under "liqt,>idity 
preference" conditions, Keynes proposed subsidizing 
_consumers (either through government "made work" 
or through· the artificial maintenance of high wages). 
The subsidy naturally entailed an inflated money 
supply, 'or a high rate of taxation, -or ·a combination 
of the two. - . ' 

Dig Holes, and FiD Them 

. Ii wo~ld be phy~ical imp~ssi~ility, of course . to 
be fair to twenty or more searchmg commentaries 
within the spa~e of a single short review. At the 
risk of perpetrating a wild injustice, let us concen
tratll on the contribution of Joseph Stagg Lawrence
a contribution which. in Mr.· Hazlitt's words "is 
one of !he most hard-hitting as well as one of the least 
technical criticisms of Keynesian economics and 
·policy." 

Lawrence is both. ll satirist of no mean dimen
sion and a brilliant utilizer of statistics in a common
sense way. His list- Of "new order aphoris.ms." d.env .. 
ed from . Keynesian literature, is a sardomc _remmder 
that, if Keynes is right, the way to economic health 
is to dig holes in the ground and fill them up agam. 
D"ubting that Keynes had any idea of what_ he was 
talking about when he conjectured that savmgs and 
investment must always and everywhere tend to get 
out of whack under modem economic condition;, 
Lawrence reminds us that the investments of life in
insurance' companies are in the hands of competent 
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professionals; that social security contributions are 
promptly spent by the government; that corporate 
savings are reinvested by the very managements that 
make them in the first place, that banks live by 
feeding out credit as they take in money; that the 
gr<at bulk of savings made by those in the upper 
fifth of income brackets "is usually invested directly" 
-and so forth and so on. In short, the "hoarder," 
the pathological addict of "liquidity preference," is 
not usually a problem. 

In Lawrence's opinion, Keynes's General Theory 
adds up to a "dignified rationalization of Ihe c<>n
duct of the drunken sailor and the fabled gras3top
per." Applied by goverments seeking "full emp-:Dy- . 
ment and cyclical stabilization" of what von Mises 
has called the "Santa Clause fable" makes &hovel-
leaning the sine qua non of effective modern state
craft. It does not require pages of differential equa
tions to tell us that pyramid builoing is of dubious 
economic value-<Jr that modern governmental sub
stitutes for pyramids are what the late Isabei Pater
son called "deadend appliances." Pyramids tot! not, 
neither do they spin. In the nature of things they 
are not "goods" that can be used in "buying:· other 
goods. To give "purchasing power" to the man w:·o 
works on a pyramid must ultimately involve filching 
from somebody, somewhere. Admittedly Say's Law 
does not make connection with the infiatiollill'y 
"monetary policy" that is normally needed to h·•de 
the theft from the populace. Nor did Keynes ever 
stop to think that pyramids are in themselves hoard
ings of a sort. The only difference between a miser's 
hoard and a pyramid-builder's hoard is that one is 
expressed in gold, the other in stone. Both exist out
side the stream of commerce. 

-Condensed from the review by John Chamberlain 
in the FREEMAN. 

Gleanings ·from the Press 
Communist Bid To Capture The Congress 

From time to time reports appear in the · press 
Comm)lrusts abandonnig their party to join the 
Congress. This development has been anttctj)ated 
for some time; fof nearly two years, Mr. S. A. Dange, 
their leader in the Lok Sabha, has been urgmg the 
progressive elements in the Congress against 'right
wi~g ~eactionaries'. Fresh ·evidence is ac.:cmulating 
to mdtcate that the Communists are carrying out their 
p~an of. mass infiltration into the Congress, valh a 
vtew ulhmately to capturing the party machiner; and 
through it the Goyermnent of the country. 

Tl~e years following the achievement of Iudepen
dence m l ~4 7 were for India a period of anxiety and 
heavy stram, Gandhiji's assassination within a f~-w 
months of the event was in particular a most oisas
trous blow to the country and the new Governm~nt. 
For the Communists the tragedy had a different slg
mficancc: the biggest factor which had <.ff~Lively 
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barred their way into the Congress for many years 
was at last out of the way. There remained, how- ' 
ever, his chief leiutenants--Sardar Patel. MauU:na 
Azad, Dr. Rajendra Prasad, Shi Rajagopalacbari and 
Acharya Kripalani-all suspicious of communist 
moves. Moreover, a period of some years after 
Independence was necessary for the communists to 
live down their reputation for betrayal of the fre~dom 
movement during the war. 

But in the last decade in India there has emerg
ed a combination of new circumstances wh;ch >eoms 
to justify the present optimism of the communists 
that the future is very favourable for the· spread of 
"democracy". The resistance which the communis is 
encountered through all the years of Gandhiji's 
leadership of their infiltration and for some years 
thereafter has disappeared from within the Congress. 
They can afford today. to come into the O!"'n and 
publicise without reservation their intentions of cap
turing the Congress Party machinery. The vital 
question today is whether the Congress will wake up 
at this stage to the growing danger of its bdng 
transformed into a communist-run organization for 
the furtherance of_ their aims and policies. 

B. Sbiva Rao in SW ARAJY A 

News & Views 
'SUIT A AND PAGREW IN THE 

LAND OF LENIN 

London: Some Russian people are buying 
houses and cars, not from thei rearned money 
but from "speculation, embezzlement and other dis
honest means", Moscow rddio reported in -its home 
service . recently. In a talk- of _ Communism an•l 
Personal Property, it is said that were still people in 
the Soviet Union, who suffered from a "private pro
·perty-complex." "Certain parasitical. elements try tiJ 
transform personal property into private. property, 
that is to say, live at the expense of others. They 
profited from their ownership by carrying goods anJ 
passengers at "speculative rates", and by renting 
their ho~ to other people. Moscow . radio said 
personal property under socialism was created ex
clusively from the people's earned money. Private 
property was personal property used for gain. It 
mentioned a recent case where a woman and her 
son had rented out their two fiats for 28 years! 

The Financial Express 

CAN A ''RED" LEOPARD CHANGE 
HIS SPOTS?- NEVER! 

A NEW COMMUNIST MANIFESTO has made 
its appearence ...... The programme chalked out in 
the manifesto is primarily for Russia. It is the claim 
of the Russian rulers that the Russian experience has 
universal application and validity and that the road 
that was followed in Russia will be the road that ail 
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: other people will follow in their march towards 
•socialism. . .•• /"The high road to socialism has· been 
paved and it will be taken sooner or later by all 
peoples." It seeks to spell out for the world as .. a 
whole the broad strategy of "socialist revolution 
and the implementation of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. n • • 

''Socialism has truimphed in Soviet Russia com
pletely and finally. The next task is to build up 
communism ... The distinction between socialism and 
communism as two different stages of social growth 
is an innovation in Marxism It was invented and 
popularised by Stalin ... :.The inequalities, the oppres
sion and the cruelties that were rampant in his regime 
were defended on the ground that they \\ere necessary 
to ensure the development of . socialism into com
munism. 

; :_ 
-Freedom First 

It is significant · !hat after all . the mistakes and 
frauds of the last 40 years Khrushchev and his lieu
tenants have to fall back on Stalin's lies. As for the 
promise . that in 20 years the Soviet Land will be 
flowing with milk and honey it is the same old ><ory 
of the PIE .IN lliE SKY-NO jam yesterday, no 
jam .today, _jam tommorrow. 

COMMUNISTS _INFILTRATE 
AMONGST TilE ASTROLOGERS 
Nobody will be amaied to see that the Indian 

"commies" have now ·infiltrated amongst the astro
logers. i Having realised that religion, !1!1!1 also astro
logy, are more common and.deep amongst the Indian 
masses, the Indian agents of ·the Kremlin are for
publishing "astrological" forecast in their papers." 

· Recently "Blitz", the cry t()--,(:Ommunist yellow 
~'rag'', published a forecast by a "wellknown" astro-
loger-B. )agannath. · 

. Knowing · !he company Karanjia of the Blitz 
keeps, it is no ·wonder that this discovery of an astro
loger by him should "predict'' an attack by Israel on 
UAR. a. state whose dictator is a friend and pay-
JDastl'l' of Karanjia. : · -

· To those who know the Pan--Islamism, it is the 
other way round. .It is the Muslim fanatic Nasser 
that had once triecl to wipe out Israel, and and says 
so, in his public utterances even now. · 
. Another "forecjlstM l)f. ·Kani.ojia's "astrologer" 
¥ that Soviet Russia will democratise its way of life, 
:and hit the ·moon .in 196;!! or course, it does not 
matter: to Karanjia tl}at a· famous astrologer J;l. v. 
Raman has· predicted the doom of International 
Communism in the near future. And 1he funniest 
thing is this "famous" astrologers of Karanjia 
chose a communist godless ·weekly like the B/ilz
Yellow-<:um Red Journalism of Karanjia. Blitz, 
the crypto-communist tabloid published from Bombay 
has been found by the Lok Sabha to be guilty of a 
~gross breach of privilegeM and it has been decided to 
summon the Editor of the weekly at the bar of tho> 
House ........ . 

· This is the first time that in the history of the 
Indian Parliament that a journalist has been called to 

Th~ !~DIAN LIBERTARIAN. 

tile bar of the House and reprimanded for commit- . 
ling a gross breach of privilege. That his dubious 
distinction should go lo a magazine peddling the 
communist lies in itself is not without significance 

.. .,. .. It (Blitz) is an unscrupulous mixture of 
yellow and red journalism which thrives on sex, 
sensationalism and lies, pandering to the base instinc~s · 
of its readers. 

_-"Freedom First" 

"RED" GERMANY PLANS 
DEPORTATIONS 

Washington: The USA. Government officially 
stated recently that the East German authorities, with 
Soviet backing, were planning the arrest and mass 
deportations of East German citizens living on the 
borders of the Soviet sector of Berlin and Germany. 

The deportations will be accompanied by the 
"freezing" of all the movement of the people in the 
area during the operations, and the temporary closing 
of the remaining exits from East Berlin into West 
I;lerlin. 

BONN'S 20-CRORE LOAN TO INDIA 
. New Delhi: The West German credit of 170 
million DM (Rs. 20.24 crores) to India for which an 
agreement has been recently signed here, is completely 
untied. · · · 

The Indian Sierling balances· which stand at 
Rs. 136 crores will go up by Rs. 20.24 crores. Ac
cordin!l to Government sources, the credit has come at 
an opportune moment-just on the eve Qf framing the 
import policy fm: the . October-March licensing 
untied. · 

The interest on the loan is 3 per cent. It is repay
able in 20 yc;ars, no repayment being due in the first 
sevel;) years. . 
. BERLIN ISSUE IN A NUTSHELL 

Th« source of the world trouble and tension is 
Moscow, not Berlin. And if a war begins, it will 
have begun in Moscow not Berlin. 

-Presic;Ient Kel)nedy in· "Economist" London. 

East Germany is the only · area in the world 
.wbere the population shows a precipito~ downward 
trend, .not because the birthrate is falling, but because 
those whQ Are able to walk prefer to run away. 

-Thought 
Tlie questio'! ·of the struggle for a peace treaty 

with Germany is noLonly literally for peace treaty 
with Oermany: because the moral and legal rights are 
.on our side. This is a question of the struggle for 
acknowledgment of our greatness. 

-Khru~hchev 

People do !lOt ]eave their hearths and homes for 
glamour and shopwindows. 
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--l\'ebru 
The Soviet dictator is so drunk with power, so 

inflated with arrogance,· that he will start a war over 



Berlin, he will certainly, even if he is appeased on 
Berlin, resort to arms eleswhere. r 

W. IL Chamberlain in New Leader. 

through the colour bar and disown the, Government· .~ 
which violated the Christian ethic. 'Bloemfontein' '!S 

the capital of the Orange Free State, ·perhaps lhe 

Letters to the Editor 

JI]Ost Boer and boor in Soutlr·Africa.· · Such a strong· 
statement coming from the Bishop of !hat Province 
has' a very special significance, though he is not the 

- -first Bishop in South Africa ~o take such a bold stand . 
in public. · :· · ' ., - ' / ·.' • · 

The action of th;: JJishop . is in strong contrast· MIRAGE OF THE INTERNATIONAL BANK. 
Sir, with !he ·attitude of' the Matadhipathia in India to

Henry C. Wal!ich must be a very clever man to wards· th~ caste system which·;~ as wicked as racial-· 
wri~e a book about Capitalism, a thing that so iar ism in South Africa., Few. if any, have been known 
has no existence, and like Democracy, may be a very to take 'the lead in sOcial reform in India and to· 
good thing. That which Wallich takes for· granted · denounce the caste" System, with its hierarchy of con
as capitalism is of course · False Debtism. False tenipL 'the bulk of the people in l!ldia ar~ still. 
Debtism is the result of Taxation, which destroys orthodox and respect the Swamis who. tf they WIShed, 
Purchase Power so as to create a Loan market for can promote social ·reform more effectively than Jay. 
Banker's counterfeit money. All money in exisl~Ioce men or. the State. Social reform in India has ~de· 
!"day is Taxed, and therefore not of its face valu~ by such progress as it did in spite' of the Swamis than 
th..: amount of the Tax. . . . : . ; .. because of them.. If. the .temples were opened to the 

Only Taxless money can·be money. Man caru10t Harijans, iJ was not j:lecause of the Swamis, but the. 
be free in a Ta:x; State. He iS a Bank Slave. The Free secular State. Religious scholarship need not be a. 
nations are like capitalism, a myth. The so called .. bar to a social reform.. The Indian Swamis will do 
Free Nations are using False money,. value$, and. well to expose themselves to modem ideas and take. 
false accountar.cy. These so called Free nations are 'the lead in social reform and second the efforts of . 
all financial colonies of the World Bank ... The World ... Government ralher · than .stand aloof 01" silently 
Bank is acting as though it was a multi-headed King . obstruct. The example of the Bishop of Bloemfontein 
over all nations whether called Free or otherwtse. is well worth following by the Matadhipathis in 
Nationalism is the only enemy that the operata.-. of . India. 
universal prefabricated False Debt are afraid "t. 
Hence their efforts to create Revolutions, Strikes and Bangalore · -P. Kodanada Rao 

Wars against Kings, Queens, Presidents and Directors, 
the reason being their fright lest national Govern
ments i~suo Bank Debt Free money and operate a · 
Taxless System. 

'State ownership and nationalism are hangovers 
of the past' says Mr. Eugene Black. He is right, 
but he might have added, 'so also is private owner-
ship' since Taxes have created a 'situation· in· which · 
whole nations, people, and their Total output are ' 
claimed as a Bank asset paying interest 'llpon '100• 

existing money. For Banks do not lend or create money. 
They create credits called Bank overdrafts · which 
are of course counterfeit money. Taxation and bank 
Loans have destroyed every nation on Earth m ·\Urn. 
The operators of the False Debt System have cr~ated 
Poverty, War, Revolution, Strikes and murder to eet · 
their own ends. They have created famines oy thell' 
extortion and greed. Until the people realise that 
their products are stolen by Taxation, and their sweat 
a symbol of· Slavery to Banks, it is difficult to s.:e 
how the Personal Sovereignty of man can be on.;.: 
again established, and freedom from false dellt put 
the users into coma. No nation or people can borrow 
themselves out of Debt. Neither am one nation lend 
another money when it has no money itself and is 
using a false measure of accountancy, 1.e. Bank 
Credits at interest. 
Devon; England G. T. Olarenshaw 

Swamis and Social Reform · 
Sir. 
The Bishop of Bloemfontein in 
reported to have urged his 

South Africa is 
people to break 
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·"Liberty lies in the hearts of men and .. women; 
when it dies there, no constitution. no law no couri · 
can save it" . 

-FREEMAN 

'ATTENTION ! jj: 

OUR ·G~. 0~;-piE,MONTH 
..• -. - l •. ,. . . ' 
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